Introduction {#s1}
============

The ability of an animal to change the speed and direction of movement, defined as maneuverability ([@bib17]), can determine its success at avoiding predators, obtaining food, and performing other behaviors that determine the margin between life and death ([@bib51]; [@bib24]; [@bib46]). Most biomechanical research on birds has focused on either brief (e.g., take off) or steady state movements (e.g., forward flight) that can be studied most readily in the laboratory. Maneuverability is therefore one of the most important but least understood aspects of animal locomotion. Warrick and coworkers ([@bib49]; [@bib50]) proposed that there are both intrinsic and facultative influences on maneuvering performance. For animals that perform powered flight, intrinsic maneuverability is defined by the physical limitations imposed by morphology ([@bib31]), but excess muscle capacity should allow them to facultatively overcome the costs of suboptimal morphology, achieving higher levels of performance by sacrificing efficiency. Although compelling, this hypothesis has never been tested explicitly.

Wing morphology is defined using measures of size (e.g., area or length) and non-dimensional measures of shape (e.g., aspect ratio). Wing area and aspect ratio have significant and well known effects on the aerodynamics of flight in animals ([@bib32]; [@bib27]; [@bib28]), and should affect maneuvering performance. Wing morphology influences flight efficiency ([@bib19]), ecological roles ([@bib22]; [@bib21]; [@bib50]) and competitive ability ([@bib19]; [@bib21]; [@bib20]; [@bib6]). Because these previous studies focused on species and gender comparisons, less is known about how individual variation in wing morphology influences performance, especially with respect to maneuverability. One complication is that different wing sizes and shapes can be favored depending on the specific maneuver performed, e.g., yaw versus banked turns. Given the diversity of flight behaviors, it is unclear if the requirements for maneuvering exert strong selection on wing morphology.

Muscle capacity affects the maximum aerodynamic force a flying animal can produce. Aerodynamic force can be directed for performing maneuvers that require greater output than the minimum requirements for flight. Excess muscle capacity can also be used to compensate for anatomical or spatial constraints on wing movement ([@bib50]). Muscle output of hummingbirds has been quantified in several ways including oxygen consumption to determine metabolic input, wingbeat kinematics to estimate mechanical power output, and electromyography (EMG) to measure myoelectric input. Considering hovering flight as the point of comparison, forward flight at the fastest speeds recorded in a wind tunnel requires about 20% more metabolic ([@bib12]) and myoelectric input ([@bib45]). Maximum sustained hovering performance has been studied by experimentally lowering air density to the lowest values in which birds are still able to hover. These experiments revealed that hovering in hypodense air requires \~40% higher mechanical power output ([@bib10]) and \~60% higher spatial recruitment of muscle fibers, as measured by the spike amplitude of the electromyogram recordings ([@bib5]), in comparison to hovering in normal air. By far the most expensive flight behavior studied to date in hummingbirds is maximum load lifting, which requires 200--400% more mechanical power output ([@bib9]; [@bib9]; [@bib1]), about 200% more spatial recruitment (EMG spike amplitude), and 150% more temporal recruitment (EMG spike frequency) ([@bib5]) compared to hovering.

Maximum load lifting is a transient behavior that uses the bird's natural escape response to measure burst power output. Thus, it is not surprising that this assay provides the maximum muscle capacity that has been measured in hummingbirds. It is particularly useful for quantifying variation among and within species in burst muscle capacity. Studies using the load lifting assay have revealed that maximum burst muscle capacity is related to hummingbird evolutionary ecology. Altshuler and coworkers ([@bib4]; [@bib6]) demonstrated that ecological role is more strongly related to load lifting ability than morphological parameters such as wing loading. Load lifting ability is also associated with species- and gender-specific competitive ability at different elevations. Altshuler ([@bib6]) suggested that the relationship between maximum muscle capacity and competitive ability may be mediated through maneuvering performance.

Unconstrained maneuvering performance of birds, including hummingbirds, has recently been quantified in the field without individual identification ([@bib36]; [@bib37]). Although field studies are valuable for quantifying average species performance, individual identification and large sample sizes are required to examine sources of within-species variation. Here, we studied the free-flight maneuvering performance of Anna\'s hummingbirds (*Calypte anna*) in a large flight chamber ([Video 1](#video1){ref-type="other"}). Flight maneuvers in a chamber are not expected to be the same as outdoors, and may have lower velocities and accelerations. The benefit of this approach is that a large number of measurements from the same individuals can be combined with other data to examine how variation in the observed maneuvers is influenced by individual morphology and muscle capacity.Video 1.The multi-camera, automated tracking system filming two hummingbirds in the flight arena at 200 frames per second.Continuously tracked sequences are assigned an object number (from 0 to 4 over this sequence). Body position and orientation are calculated and reprojected onto the video of four cameras. The videos are saved using a compression algorithm that only records the sections of the image that are moving (Straw et al. 2011). Thus, birds disappear from the video when they land and stop moving. The trajectory shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is taken from the bird labeled \#2 and begins at 5.1 seconds and ends at 8.05 seconds.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.003](10.7554/eLife.11159.003)10.7554/eLife.11159.003

We used a high-throughput computational approach to record the flight performance of 20 individuals alone and in the presence of a competitor. Flight trajectories were parsed into a set of performance metrics based on body position and orientation. The first goal of our study was to determine if voluntary maneuvering performance is repeatable within individuals. Repeatability of maneuvering performance can arise either through a strong influence of fixed traits such as morphology and anatomy, or through other consistent influences, such as motivation. We expect that repeatable measurements will be most useful for our second goal, determining how variation in maneuverability among individuals is influenced by natural variation in morphology and muscle capacity. This also required measuring morphological traits and maximum burst performance for each individual. Our third goal was to determine how motivation state induced by the presence of a competitor influenced maneuvering performance. To address this question we compared flight trials with and without competitors.

Results {#s2}
=======

Maneuvering performance metrics {#s2-1}
-------------------------------

The first stage of analysis was estimating instantaneous velocities, accelerations, and headings from the raw tracking data ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Translational velocity and acceleration were calculated by taking the first and second derivatives of an interpolation spline fit to the body position data (splev and splrep functions, Scientific Python). The velocities and accelerations were split into vertical and horizontal components. The body orientation vector was represented in spherical coordinates as azimuth and pitch angles. We took the first derivatives to obtain azimuth and pitch velocities. Because the video tracking system did not allow a measurement of body roll, we decided to use a global coordinate system instead of a body axis-centered coordinate system. In our frame of reference, pitch is a global measure defined relative to the horizontal plane. Heading was calculated as the instantaneous direction of the horizontal translation velocity, and the heading velocity was calculated as the derivative of heading.10.7554/eLife.11159.004Figure 1.A multi-camera, automated tracking system extracted hummingbird body position (blue circle) and orientation (red line) from solo and competitive flights.The trajectory shown for one bird (**a**) is also shown in [Video 1](#video1){ref-type="other"} (see [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} for time series of position, velocity, and acceleration values). Stereotyped maneuvers were classified in each trajectory (**b**) and between one and five performance metrics were calculated from each maneuver. Maneuvers within a trajectory may be overlapping (e.g. \#4,5,6). The trajectory presented in b is a top down (x-y projection) view of the trajectory shown in a. Body position and orientation were smoothed with an extended Kalman filter (****c**,**d****). The effects of four different sets of smoothing parameters are presented for an arcing turn (maneuver \#9 in b) and an upward acceleration (maneuver \#1 in b). Shown here are the unsmoothed position and orientation (black trace and text), the chosen levels of smoothing (blue), a lower level of smoothing (green; 0.1 x *R*~pos~; 0.1 x *R*~ori~), and a higher level of smoothing (red; 10 x *R*~pos~; 10 x *R*~ori~). The chosen smoothing parameters for body position were determined by tracking multiple dropped objects and calibrating the Z-axis acceleration to gravity. The chosen smoothing parameters for body orientation were determined by re-projecting the body axis vector onto the video. The higher and lower levels of smoothing for body position presented in this figure were both deemed too extreme, when re-projected onto the video. However, the level of smoothing for body orientation had minimal effect on the average yaw velocity.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.004](10.7554/eLife.11159.004)10.7554/eLife.11159.005Figure 1---figure supplement 1.The representative trajectory from [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Video 1](#video1){ref-type="other"} displayed through time.The upper three panels provide the position, velocity, and acceleration values. The lower three panels provide the orientation vector, orientation angle and rotation velocity values. The maneuvers extracted for this sequence are given by thick black lines below the traces.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.005](10.7554/eLife.11159.005)

We then used the velocity, acceleration, and orientation data to search for a series of ten stereotyped maneuvers that were independent of time and distance scales ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Five of the maneuvers were sequences defined by changes in translational velocity: 1) 3D accelerations, 2) horizontal accelerations, 3) horizontal decelerations, 4) vertical upward accelerations, and 5) vertical downward accelerations. Three maneuvers were sequences defined by changes in rotation: 6) pitch-up rotations, 7) pitch-down rotations, and 8) yaw turns. Two of the maneuvers were defined as turns with translational components: 9) arcing turns and 10) pitch-roll turns. These ten maneuvers are not meant to be mutually exclusive, exhaustive, or to divide the entire filming session into a set of discrete behaviors, but are instead intended to extract simple measurements that can be used as an assay for maneuvering performance. The search criteria for the maneuvers are given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Because we assume that a new maneuver must involve a change in velocity, the first search parameter was to find sequences bounded by velocity maxima and minima, or vice versa. We next describe the additional search parameters and the performance metrics used to quantify each maneuver.10.7554/eLife.11159.006Table 1.Search parameters for the ten maneuvers analyzed in the study. The definitions, units, and symbols for the 14 related performance metrics are also provided.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.006](10.7554/eLife.11159.006)ManeuverSearch parametersPerformance metricUnitsSymbol3D accelerationStart: velocity xyz minimum\
End: velocity xyz maximum\
Distance xyz \> 25 cmMaximum velocitym/s*Vel*~max~Horizontal accelerationStart: velocity xy minimum\
End: velocity xy maximum\
Distance xy \> 25 cm\
Distance z \< 10 cmMaximum acceleration xym/s^2^*AccHor*~max~Horizontal decelerationStart: velocity xy maximum\
End: velocity xy minimum\
Distance xy \> 25 cm\
Distance z \< 10 cmMaximum deceleration xym/s^2^*AccDec*~max~Vertical upwards accelerationStart: velocity z minimum\
End: velocity z maximum\
Distance z \> 25 cmMaximum acceleration zm/s^2^*AccVU*~max~Vertical downwards accelerationStart: velocity z maximum\
End: velocity z minimum\
Distance z \> 25 cmMaximum acceleration zm/s^2^*AccVD*~max~Pitch-up rotationStart: pitch minimum\
End: pitch maximum\
Degrees rotated \> 45 deg\
Distance xyz \< 10 cmAverage pitch velocityrev/s*PitchU*~vel,avg~Pitch-down rotationStart: pitch maximum\
End: pitch minimum\
Degrees rotated \> 45 deg\
Distance xyz \< 10 cmAverage pitch velocityrev/s*PitchD*~vel,avg~Yaw turnStart: velocity yaw = 0 deg/s\
End: velocity yaw = 0 deg/s\
Degrees rotated \> 90 deg\
Pitch maximum \< 75 deg\
Distance xyz \< 10 cmAverage yaw velocityrev/s*Yaw*~vel,avg~Arcing turnStart: Δ heading velocity \> 0.25 rev/s\
End Δ heading velocity \< 0.25 rev/s\
Velocity xy min \> 50 cm/s\
Distance xy \> 25 cm\
Distance z \< 10 cmAverage xy velocity\*\
radius\*\
Centripetal acceleration\*m/s\
m\
m/s^2^Arc~vel,\ avg~\
Arc~rad~\
Arc~cent,\ max~Pitch roll turnStart: velocity maximum\
End: velocity maximum\
Pitch maximum \> 75 deg\
Distance xy before velocityMin \> 12.5 cm\
Distance xy after velocity Min \< 12.5 cm\
Distance z \< 10 cmtime^†^\
degrees turned^†^s\
degPRT~time~\
PRT~deg~[^2][^3]

The five translational maneuvers were defined using velocity minima and maxima, and only sequences with at least 25 cm of travel were analyzed. The 3D acceleration maneuvers started from a velocity minimum and ended with a velocity maximum. The performance metric calculated for these maneuvers was the maximum translational velocity (*Vel*~max~). The horizontal acceleration maneuvers were bounded by horizontal velocity minima and maxima, and were constrained to no more than 10 cm of vertical distance traveled. The performance metric calculated for these maneuvers was the maximum horizontal acceleration (*AccHor*~max~). The horizontal deceleration maneuvers and the corresponding performance metric, maximum horizontal deceleration (*DecHor*~max~), were bounded by horizontal velocity maxima and minima. The vertical upward acceleration and vertical downward acceleration maneuvers were bounded by vertical velocity minima and maxima. The performance metrics calculated from these maneuvers were, respectively, maximum upward (*AccVU*~max~) and maximum downward (*AccVD*~max~) accelerations. All translational accelerations and decelerations were expressed as positive values, so that higher values represent a higher level of performance.

We defined three rotational maneuvers: pitch-up rotations, pitch-down rotations, and yaw turns. These sequences were bounded by the zero-crossings of the azimuthal and pitch velocities. In contrast to translational maneuvers, which were defined by the maxima and the minima of the velocities, the rotational maneuvers begin and end with changes in rotational velocity direction. Thus, the performance metrics calculated from these rotational maneuvers were the average rotational velocities over the whole maneuver instead of maximum accelerations or decelerations. An additional constraint common to all three rotational maneuvers is that the linear distance traveled was less than 10 cm. We chose 10 cm as a general cutoff here and elsewhere because this value is close to the body length of a bird and the wing span at mid-downstroke, thus providing a good threshold for distinguishing translational motion.

The pitch-up and pitch-down maneuvers were defined as having continuous pitch velocity in the upward or downward direction, respectively. Only maneuvers with a total pitch rotation greater than 45° were analyzed. From these maneuvers we calculated either the average pitch-up (*PitchU*~vel,\ avg~) or pitch-down (*PitchD*~vel,\ avg~) velocity as performance metrics. Defining yaw turns is challenging because hummingbirds fly with an upright body posture. When the body posture is near vertical, azimuthal rotation is implemented by rolling about the body axis, but when the body posture is near horizontal, azimuthal rotation is implemented by yawing the body axis. We therefore define yaw turns as azimuthal changes in direction when the body pitch angle is below 75°. An additional constraint specific to yaw turns was a requirement for at least 90° change in azimuth. From these trajectories we measured the average yaw velocity (*Yaw*~vel,\ avg~) as the performance metric.

In addition to five translational and three rotational maneuvers, we also considered two maneuvers that are complex turns with translational components. Arcing turn maneuvers were defined as sequences with a heading velocity \> 90°/sec, a minimum total translational velocity \> 0.5 m/s, a total distance traveled \> 25 cm, and a vertical distance traveled \< 10 cm. These search parameters reliably extract arcing turns that occur in the horizontal plane. To compare arcing turns of different shapes and scales we clipped the trajectories to a length of 25 cm centered at the sharpest point of the turn. From the clipped trajectory we analyzed three performance metrics, average velocity (*Arc*~vel,\ avg~), radius (*Arc*~rad~), and the maximum centripetal acceleration (*Arc*~cent,\ max~). The latter two were calculated using the following equations:

$$Arc_{rad} = \frac{Arc_{distance~\operatorname{}traveled}}{\Delta Heading_{\text{rad}}}$$

$$Arc_{cent,max} = \frac{Ar{c_{vel,avg}}^{2}}{Arc_{rad}}$$

Pitch-roll turn maneuvers have been described in hummingbirds and are characterized by the following sequence: a) deceleration, b) increase in pitch to near vertical, c) azimuthal rotation by rolling the body, and d) acceleration in a new direction ([@bib15]). These maneuvers were identified by searching for sequences of deceleration followed by acceleration with a maximum pitch \> 75°. Just as we did for the yaw turns, we assume that above a pitch angle of 75°, the rotation is primarily dominated by a body axis roll, even if there may be a slight yawing component. For this reason, we maintain the established \'pitch-roll\' terminology to describe these types of turns. These sequences were clipped to a linear distance of 25 cm centered on the point of the lowest translational velocity. Only clipped sequences in which the total vertical displacement was less than 10 cm were analyzed. The performance metrics for pitch-roll turns were the time taken (*PRT*~time~) and the degrees turned (*PRT*~deg~).

Arcing turns and pitch-roll turns are two different mechanisms for generating a change in heading with no overlap in our data set by definition ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We analyzed how morphology, burst capacity, and competitor presence influenced the relative use of these two turns. The pitch-roll percent (PRT%) was defined as the number of pitch-roll turns divided by total the number of arcing and pitch-roll turns extracted from each trial.

Descriptive statistics {#s2-2}
----------------------

Descriptive statistics for morphology and load lifting are provided in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. A large sample of values was obtained for each maneuvering performance metric ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the distributions of trial means for all performance metrics.10.7554/eLife.11159.007Table 2.Wing morphology and load lifting performance of male Anna's hummingbirds (n = 20 individuals).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.007](10.7554/eLife.11159.007)TraitMeanRangeWing length50.97 mm\[45.76, 55.45\]Wing area1355 mm^2^\[1051, 1653\]Wing aspect ratio7.73\[7.13, 8.46\]Body mass4.64 g\[4.09, 5.61\]Mass of weights lifted5.93 g\[4.00, 7.24\]10.7554/eLife.11159.008Table 3.Descriptive statistics and sample sizes for maneuvering performance. Grand mean values were calculated by first taking the mean of each bird's trial averages (i.e., the bird means), and then taking the mean of the bird means (*n* = 20 birds in 20 solo trials and 16 paired competition trials).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.008](10.7554/eLife.11159.008)ManeuverabilityPerformance metric\# TrajectoriesGrand mean\[Range of means\]Linear accelerations*Vel*~max~71,0072.22 m/s\[1.20, 2.94\]*AccHor*~max~47,2876.30 m/s^2^\[2.96, 8.83\]*DecHor*~max~51,2456.67 m/s^2^\[9.03, 3.45\]*AccVU*~max~6,9353.78 m/s^2^\[2.98, 4.67\]*AccVD*~max~9,2843.58 m/s^2^\[4.69, 2.68\]Rotational velocities*PitchU*~vel,\ avg~6,0851.13 rev/s\[0.91, 1.34\]*PitchD*~vel,\ avg~14,8071.00 rev/s\[1.19, 0.78\]*Yaw*~vel,\ avg~12,6601.52 rev/s\[1.32, 1.75\]Complex turnsPitch-roll*PRT*~deg~17,133133.3 º\[34.9, 162.7\]*PRT*~time~17,1330.47 s\[0.38, 0.60\]Arcing*Arc*~rad~6.9450.48 m\[0.14, 0.70\]*Arc*~vel,\ avg~6,9451.57 m/s\[0.80, 2.26\]*Arc*~cent,\ max~6,9456.59 m/s^2^\[3.42, 10.80\]Use of turns*PRT%*24,0780.69\[0.39, 0.87\]10.7554/eLife.11159.009Figure 2.Distributions of mean performance metric values for n = 52 bird-trial combinations.Only *PRT*~deg~ has statistically significant outliers. See [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"} for distributions of residuals from the best-fit model in each case. Note that two statistical outliers were omitted from the analysis of *PRT~deg~*.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.009](10.7554/eLife.11159.009)10.7554/eLife.11159.010Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Distributions of residuals from the best-fit model for each performance metric.Note that two statistical outliers were omitted from the analysis of *PRT*~deg~.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.010](10.7554/eLife.11159.010)

Repeatability of performance {#s2-3}
----------------------------

All performance metrics based on total and horizontal linear accelerations and complex turns were highly repeatable, with \>80% of the variation in these metrics attributable to differences among individuals ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The rotational performance metrics and the percent of turns that were pitch-roll turns were moderately repeatable, with 40--70% of the variation in these metrics attributable to among-individual differences. The vertical accelerations were not repeatable, as the 95% confidence intervals for repeatability of these metrics overlapped zero.10.7554/eLife.11159.011Figure 3.Most maneuvering performance metrics are highly repeatable.Values \> 70% are considered to have high repeatability, 40--70% moderate repeatability, and \< 40% low repeatability. A metric is considered not repeatable if its 95% confidence intervals overlap zero.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.011](10.7554/eLife.11159.011)

Maneuvering in relation to burst muscle capacity {#s2-4}
------------------------------------------------

The best-supported models for each maneuvering performance metric are given in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}. Burst muscle capacity was an important predictor for most of the maneuvering performance metrics. Birds that lifted more weight (accounting for their wing morphology) tended to accelerate and decelerate faster, and they tended to perform maneuvers with higher velocity ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, burst muscle capacity was not an important determinant of vertical acceleration and deceleration, as candidate models including burst performance as a predictor were not supported. Birds that lifted more weight also executed pitch-up and pitch-down maneuvers with higher rotational velocities. Burst capacity was not a strong determinant of yaw performance. Although yaw velocity was somewhat positively related to burst capacity ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), candidate models of yaw velocity that included burst as a predictor were not well supported.10.7554/eLife.11159.012Table 4.Maneuvering performance in relation to burst performance, wing morphology, and competitor presence (n = 20 birds in 20 solo trials and 16 paired competition trials). Standardized beta coefficients and *R*^2^~GLMM(**m**)~ values are reported for either the best-fit model, or, if there was support for more than one model, the average of supported models. The standardized beta coefficient is a measure of effect size that can be compared among predictors in the same model. Relative importance is a measure of the weight of evidence in favor of a predictor on a scale from 0--1, and is reported for burst capacity and wing morphology variables as these alone were subject to model selection. Marginal *R*^2^~GLMM(**m**)~ provides a measure of the combined explanatory power of fixed effects of interest (competitor presence, burst muscle capacity, and wing morphology effects combined). Details of all candidate models are provided in [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.012](10.7554/eLife.11159.012)ModelSupport forFixed effectsStd beta coef \[95% CI\]Relative importanceR^2^~GLMM(m)~\
Burst\
+ morphology\
+ competitor*Vel*~max~burstcompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
wing length\
wing aspect ratio\
experiment (CA1)\
experiment (CA2)\
days post-capture--0.04 \[--0.18, 0.10\]\
0.10 \[--0.01, 0.22\]\
0.09 \[0.00, 0.18\]\
--0.08 \[--0.22, 0.06\]\
0.10 \[--0.07, 0.28\]\
1.01 \[0.59, 1.42\]\
1.06 \[0.68, 1.43\]\
--0.07 \[--0.24, 0.11\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
0.25\
0.26\
\--\
\--\
\--0.28*AccHor*~max~burst + competitioncompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)\
days post-capture--0.46 \[--0.82, --0.11\]\
0.20 \[--0.28, 0.69\]\
0.39 \[0.00, 0.77\]\
4.01 \[2.46, 5.56\]\
3.68 \[2.72, 4.64\]\
--0.39 \[--1.09, 0.32\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
\--\
\--\
\--0.18*DecHor*~max~burst + competitioncompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)\
days post-capture--0.47 \[--0.78, --0.16\]\
0.31 \[--0.13, 0.74\]\
0.41 \[0.06, 0.76\]\
3.86 \[2.47, 5.25\]\
3.64 \[2.76, 4.51\]\
--0.24 \[--0.88, 0.39\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
\--\
\--\
\--0.19*AccVU*~max~intercept-onlyNANANA0 (NA)*AccVD*~max~intercept-onlyNANANA0 (NA)*PitchU*~vel,\ avg~burstcompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)0.02 \[--0.02, 0.06\]\
0.00 \[--0.04, 0.04\]\
0.03 \[--0.01, 0.07\]\
0.14 \[0.06, 0.23\]\
0.13 \[0.03, 0.23\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
\--\
\--0.10*PitchD*~vel,\ avg~competition\
+ burstcompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
wing length\
wing aspect ratio\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)0.06 \[0.01, 0.10\]\
0.01 \[--0.04, 0.05\]\
0.03 \[--0.01, 0.08\]\
0.04 \[--0.03, 0.12\]\
--0.04 \[--0.13, 0.05\]\
0.19 \[0.03, 0.34\]\
0.22 \[0.03, 0.41\]\--\
\--\
0.66\
0.37\
0.28\
\--\
\--0.18*Yaw*~vel,\ avg~intercept-onlyNANANA0 (NA)*PRT*~deg~intercept-onlyNANANA0 (NA)*PRT*~time~burstcompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
wing length\
wing aspect ratio\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)0.00 \[--0.01, 0.01\]\
--0.01 \[--0.03, 0.00\]\
--0.02 \[--0.03, 0.00\]\
--0.01 \[--0.03, 0.01\]\
0.01 \[--0.01, 0.04\]\
--0.08 \[--0.12, --0.03\]\
--0.11 \[--0.16, --0.05\]--\
\--\
1.00\
0.21\
0.23\
--\
\--0.29*Arc*~rad~burstcompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
wing aspect ratio\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)--0.02 \[--0.07, 0.03\]\
0.01 \[--0.03, 0.06\]\
0.06 \[0.01, 0.10\]\
--0.06 \[--0.15, 0.03\]\
0.25 \[0.12, 0.37\]\
0.29 \[0.06, 0.52\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
0.44\
--\
\--0.22*Arc*~vel,\ avg~burstcompetitor presence\
mass\
burst\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)\
days post-capture--0.01 \[--0.09, 0.08\]\
0.03 \[--0.06, 0.12\]\
0.11 \[0.04, 0.19\]\
0.89 \[0.59, 1.19\]\
0.74 \[0.56, 0.92\]\
--0.06 \[--0.20, 0.08\]--\
--\
1.00\
--\
\--\
\--0.18*Acc*~cent,\ max~wing shapecompetitor presence\
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wing aspect ratio\
experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)\
days post-capture0.29 \[--0.37, 0.94\]\
--0.20 \[--0.74, 0.34\]\
1.09 \[0.19, 1.99\]\
5.93 \[4.02, 7.84\]\
0.85 \[--1.59, 3.28\]\
--1.76 \[--2.62, --0.90\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
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experiment(CA1)\
experiment(CA2)--0.14 \[--0.19, --0.09\]\
0.00 \[--0.04, 0.05\]\
0.04 \[0.00, 0.09\]\
--0.06 \[--0.13, 0.01\]\
--0.16 \[--0.24, --0.07\]\
0.17 \[--0.03, 0.36\]\
0.44 \[0.19, 0.69\]\--\
\--\
1.00\
0.61\
1.00\
\--\
\--0.2710.7554/eLife.11159.013Figure 4.Burst muscle capacity was associated with most maneuvering performance metrics.Each panel shows partial residuals for a performance metric (y-axis) in relation to burst muscle capacity (x-axis) for the most supported candidate model with burst capacity as a predictor. Partial residual values (y-axis) account for the other fixed effects in that model. Lines show model predictions assuming the median value of continuous predictors, and averaging across experiments and levels of competitor presence. Prediction lines are dashed for metrics where burst performance was not present in any of the supported models. Color is used to denote data points from the same bird (online version only).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.013](10.7554/eLife.11159.013)

Burst muscle capacity was also associated with some, but not all maneuvering performance metrics related to complex turns. Birds that lifted more weight for their wing morphology tended to execute faster, larger radius arcing turns ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, the centripetal acceleration of arcing turns was not associated with burst capacity. Hummingbirds with higher load lifting capacity executed pitch-roll turns in less time. Burst capacity was not a strong determinant of heading change during pitch-roll turns. Lastly, birds with higher burst muscle capacity used pitch-roll turns for proportionately more of their heading changes.

Maneuvering in relation to morphology {#s2-5}
-------------------------------------

Wing morphology, specifically the aspect ratio, was an important predictor for two performance metrics: centripetal acceleration and the percent of direction changes that were pitch-roll turns ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Hummingbirds with long, narrow wings tended to perform arcing turns with higher centripetal accelerations, relative to birds with short, wide wings. Birds with higher aspect ratio wings also used proportionately more arcing turns than birds with low aspect ratio wings.10.7554/eLife.11159.014Figure 5.Aspect ratio was associated with two maneuvering performance metrics.Each panel shows partial residual performance (y-axis) in relation to wing aspect ratio (x-axis) from a best-fit model that identified aspect ratio as an important predictor. Note that the partial residuals for PRT% in (**b**) go above 1 because PRT% was modeled as a normally-distributed (Gaussian) variable. All other features as in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.014](10.7554/eLife.11159.014)

Body mass was included in candidate models 1--7 because we had anticipated that body mass would have a strong influence on variation in maneuvering performance. However, for every performance metric in [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}, the coefficient estimate for body mass had confidence intervals that broadly overlapped zero.

Effect of competitor on maneuvering performance {#s2-6}
-----------------------------------------------

We did not detect a substantial effect of competitor presence on many of the performance metrics ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}). Two metrics, horizontal acceleration and deceleration, were affected, but in the direction opposite to what we predicted. Specifically, birds performed maneuvers with lower acceleration (--0.46 m/s^2^ difference on average) and lower deceleration (--0.47 m/s^2^) in the presence of a competitor, relative to solo flight ([Figure 6a,b](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). One metric, pitch-down velocity ([Figure 6c](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), did increase during competition as predicted (0.06 rev/s difference on average). We had no prediction for how competition would influence the relative use of pitch-roll and arcing turns, but found that birds used proportionately more arcing turns in the presence of a competitor ([Figure 6d](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, 35% of direction changes were arcing turns on average (and 65% pitch-roll) when a competitor was present, whereas during solo flight, only 23% of direction changes were arcing turns (and 77% pitch-roll) on average.10.7554/eLife.11159.015Figure 6.Competitor presence was associated with four maneuvering performance metrics.Each panel shows residual performance (y-axis) in relation to competitor presence from a best-fit model where competitor presence had a detected effect. All other features as in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.015](10.7554/eLife.11159.015)

Discussion {#s3}
==========

We collected a large number of free flight measurements for each of 20 individual hummingbirds to examine the biomechanical determinants of maneuverability. Other studies have measured elements of maneuvering performance of hummingbirds in the field ([@bib14]; [@bib37]) and documented the maximum velocities, accelerations, and rotations obtained during specific maneuvers. Our values for velocity and acceleration are considerably lower than either of the field studies, likely because of cage size. However, the benefit of using a flight chamber is that it allowed us to evaluate the relative contributions of different factors to the performance we observed. We found that hummingbirds maneuvered with highly repeatable performance ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Maximum weight lifted during load lifting trials predicted most of the performance metrics that we measured, independent of a bird's wing size and shape, such that birds with higher burst muscle capacity flew faster, had higher horizontal accelerations, faster rotations, and higher performance during complex turns ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Aspect ratio predicted only two performance metrics, such that birds with higher aspect ratio wings performed turns with higher centripetal acceleration and a greater percentage of arcing turns ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). When flying in the presence of a competitor, hummingbirds used faster pitch velocities, although they used slower horizontal accelerations and decelerations. During competition trials birds also increased the proportion of arcing turns used ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these results suggest that burst muscle capacity is a much more important predictor of flight maneuverability than within-species variation in body mass, wing morphology, and competition with conspecifics.

Why were body mass and wing size not associated with maneuvering performance? Wing morphology has well-known physical affects on flight performance: aspect ratio predicts aerodynamic efficiency, wing area is directly proportional to aerodynamic force, and wing length is a strong predictor of wingbeat frequency. All of these morphological traits, along with body mass, could affect maneuverability in flight, either individually or in combination. For example, wing loading (the ratio of body mass to wing area or to area swept by the wings) was initially thought to be a key predictor of hummingbird flight performance and behavioral ecology ([@bib19]; [@bib22]; [@bib21]; [@bib20]). However, in our analysis the hypothesis that wing size and body mass together determine maneuvering performance was not supported for any performance metric (see [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found it especially surprising that only wing shape (and not wing size) predicted maneuvering performance. It is possible that other morphological traits may determine maneuvering performance, or that subtle relationships may have gone undetected, because our analysis was limited to 20 individuals of a single species. It would be informative to expand this analysis to other species with potentially greater within-species variation in wing morphology, and to assess maneuverability across different hummingbird species with divergent morphologies.

Almost all of the performance metrics were highly repeatable, which indicates a potential role for intrinsic influences of wing morphology in determining maneuverability. However, aspect ratio was the only morphological parameter that predicted performance, and only for a limited set of maneuvers. Aspect ratio is a key determinant in wing efficiency for fixed wings, such as during gliding ([@bib33]), and it has recently been demonstrated that higher aspect ratio wings correspond to higher power factors in the revolving wings of hummingbirds ([@bib27]). We found that aspect ratio had a strong effect on the few performance metrics that it predicted, but did not affect most features of maneuvering performance. This suggests a limited role for aerodynamic efficiency in many features of maneuvering.

Burst muscle capacity predicted most of the performance metrics we considered, independently of any association with wing size or shape. Load lifting is measured as a transient escape maneuver that is likely anaerobic and performed inefficiently. All hummingbirds reach maximum load lifting performance at a geometric limit set by the amplitude of the wings: wing stroke amplitude cannot extend much past 180° without the two wings interfering with each other physically and aerodynamically ([@bib10]; [@bib9]; [@bib9]; [@bib3]). Maximum load lifting also elicits a substantial increase in wingbeat frequency as a constant fraction of baseline wingbeat frequency ([@bib3]). Thus, maximum load lifting performance involves brief increases in muscle strain and muscle velocity to physically imposed limits. The capacity to increase muscle strain and velocity has previously been shown to influence foraging behavior and competitive ability ([@bib6]). The results of the current study demonstrate that it also underlies multiple features of maneuvering performance.

The two performance metrics that were not repeatable are vertical accelerations and decelerations, which were expected to be important based on previous observations of hummingbird competitive interactions ([@bib6]) and mating displays ([@bib14]). Moreover, vertical performance was not well predicted by morphology, burst capacity, or competitor presence in this study. The dimensions of our experimental chamber likely influenced our observations of vertical performance. Hummingbirds in captivity tend to fly near the top of their cages, and the vertical dimension of the chamber (1.5 m) may have limited vertical movement.

Male hummingbirds are extremely aggressive towards conspecifics ([@bib26]; [@bib8]) and other species of hummingbirds ([@bib39]; [@bib52]). The most territorial species will vigorously defend territories ([@bib8]) and lekking sites ([@bib34]). In staged competition studies, paired hummingbirds will also establish and defend territories ([@bib44]). We originally intended to use competition to elicit high levels of flight activity and maneuvering performance in territorial male Anna\'s hummingbirds ([@bib40]). However, we found that competitor presence affected only a small number of the maneuvering performance metrics that we measured. Pitch-down velocity increased with competition whereas horizontal acceleration and deceleration actually decreased. We do not know why these three metrics (in addition to *PRT%*; see below) were strongly affected by competition or why they were affected in the directions observed. However, there are several possible causes for why competitor presence did not affect the other metrics: 1) we were unable to elicit a high level of competition or territoriality; 2) the birds may have worked out dominance without the aggressive interactions normally seen outdoors; and/or 3) the interactions required to establish dominance may have been very brief ([@bib38]) such that they comprised only a minuscule sample of the maneuvers we analyzed. This experiment was not designed to study the effects of maneuvering performance on competitive success, although this represents an important topic for future investigation. Laboratory performance tests do not always reflect field behavior ([@bib25]) and outdoor studies of maneuvering performance will be important for understanding the role of maneuverability in competitive interactions. Recent advances in video tracking ([@bib43]; [@bib36]) should make it possible to track individuals for multiple measurements.

The most substantial result of competitor presence was the increase in the use of arcing over pitch-roll turns. These two types of turns represent different strategies for changing direction that differ in duration and amount of heading change. Arcing turns require less time but are used for smaller heading changes, whereas pitch-roll turns are longer but can be used to change heading by 180° ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Given that hummingbird agonistic interactions can involve direct contact and stabbing with bills ([@bib44]; [@bib13]; [@bib34]), slow turns in place could make a bird more vulnerable during competition.10.7554/eLife.11159.016Figure 7.Arcing and pitch-roll turns are two classes of complex maneuver that differ in turn magnitude and duration.Representative examples of arcing (**a**) and pitch-roll (**b**) turns are depicted from the above perspective. Arcing turns (Arc; orange) and pitch-roll turns (PRT; green) differed in the degrees turned (**c**) and elapsed time (**d**). Circles represent bird-trial means (n = 52) with grand means indicated with black lines. Histograms for the pooled dataset of all maneuvers are given on the right. The outliers for degrees turned in pitch-roll turns were included when calculating the grand means but not in the model analyses ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.016](10.7554/eLife.11159.016)

The relative use of arcing and pitch-roll turns was the only metric in our study that was influenced by all of morphology, burst muscle capacity, and competitor presence. The minimum radius of an arcing turn is limited by the maximum centripetal acceleration that a bird can generate while maintaining lift. The speed of a pitch-roll turn is limited by the ability to decelerate and then accelerate. Birds with higher wing aspect ratio may have preferred arcing turns because they were able to generate higher centripetal accelerations. Birds with higher burst muscle capacity may have favored pitch-roll turns because they had higher accelerating and decelerating performance. These observations suggest the hypothesis that high aspect ratio and high burst capacity enhance maneuverability. This hypothesis could be evaluated by comparing hummingbird species that differ in wing shape, foraging strategy, and burst capacity ([@bib4]; [@bib1]; [@bib6]; [@bib27]).

By constraining hummingbirds to fly in a large chamber we were able to track and measure a large sample of maneuvers attributed to individuals with known morphological traits and burst performance. A major contribution of our study is the development of an assay of free flight maneuvering performance based on large numbers of stereotyped movements. Using this method, we identify several performance metrics that were highly repeatable across trials for individual hummingbirds, strongly correlated with individual morphological and physiological characteristics, and largely uninfluenced by the added motivation of a conspecific competitor. This approach to measuring maneuverability will be useful for future studies comparing maneuvering performance across different experimental manipulations, geographic ranges, or ecological, morphological, and phylogenetic groups.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Animals and experimental trials {#s4-1}
-------------------------------

We captured and filmed 20 adult male Anna\'s hummingbirds (*Calypte anna*) at the University of California, Riverside (eight birds in July-October 2009; four birds in January-March 2010) and the University of British Columbia (eight birds in December 2013-April 2014). The hummingbirds were housed in individual cages and fed ad libitum with a solution of artificial nectar (Nektar-Plus, Nekton, Pforzheim, Germany) and sucrose. The flight arenas were large rectangular cages (3 x 1.5 x 1.5 m) built with an aluminum frame and had either garden mesh (California) or clear acrylic (British Columbia) side panels. The cages contained multiple perches and a single feeder hung from the roof of the cage.

Before the first trial, each bird was allowed to acclimate to the flight arena and learn where the perches and the feeder were located. The trials began once the birds were actively exploring the cage and consistently visiting the feeder and both perches. At this point, we recorded high-speed video of a two-hour solo trial for each bird. Following solo trials (between 0--23 days later), birds were paired and filmed for another two hours in competition trials. One bird in each pair was marked with a small square of retro-reflective tape placed between the shoulder blades for identification. The birds filmed in British Columbia had one competition trial and the birds in California had two competition trials. In the latter case, the second trial consisted of previously unknown opponents that were chosen randomly from the remaining pool. The competition trials involved chases, displacements, and aerial displays, but very little contact. Regardless, we monitored the competition trials to ensure that no birds were harmed or excluded from the feeder.

Following each round of solo and competition trials, we performed asymptotic load lifting experiments using the techniques described in Chai et al. ([@bib9]), and subsequently used in other studies estimating maximum burst power output ([@bib9]; [@bib2]; [@bib5]; [@bib6]). Here, we use the mass of maximum number of beads lifted by each individual as a measure of burst performance. Immediately following load lifting, we weighed the birds and photographed both wings in an outstretched position against white paper with a reference scale ([@bib10]). We oriented the wing image and divided it into pixel wide strips representing the wing chords at each value of wing radius. Values for aspect ratio, wing area, and wing length were then calculated based on equations in Ellington ([@bib18]).

We considered wing area and wing length as two potential measures of wing size, but these traits were highly correlated in our dataset (*R^2^* = 0.85, p \< 0.0001, n = 20). Because these two traits did not vary independently in our relatively small sample of 20 hummingbirds, we could not consider them independently. We therefore selected wing length as the more robust measure of wing size, because unlike area, wing length is less prone to measurement error as a result of variation in feather overlap when wings are positioned for measurements. We verified that our results were consistent when using wing area instead of length, and thus these two traits should be considered interchangeable as measures of wing size in this study. Because both wing morphology and muscle capacity may influence burst performance, we used burst performance controlled statistically for wing morphology as a measure of burst muscle capacity. Further details are provided below in the Statistical analysis section.

All procedures were conducted under approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California, Riverside and the Animal Care Committee at the University of British Columbia.

Tracking system {#s4-2}
---------------

We used an automated tracking system to measure both body position and orientation of flying birds in three dimensions ([Video 1](#video1){ref-type="other"}). A complete description of the tracking algorithm and hardware components is provided in ([@bib41]). The core algorithms were written in Python ([@bib23]), and are available via github (PyMVG: <https://github.com/strawlab/pymvg>; adskalman: <https://github.com/astraw/adskalman>; MultiCamSelfCal: <https://github.com/strawlab/MultiCamSelfCal/>). We adapted this system for recording hummingbird solo and competitive flight trajectories with four or five digital cameras (GE680, Allied Vision Technologies, Burnaby, Canada). The cameras were mounted on the ceiling and recorded at 640 x 480 pixel resolution at 200 frames per second ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We calibrated the filming volume by moving a single light-emitting diode throughout the arena to acquire data for an automated self calibration algorithm ([@bib42]). This algorithm provides a relative calibration (non-linear warping distortion parameters and 3x4 camera calibration matrices) across all cameras. This calibration is brought into absolute terms (the scale, rotation, and translation are found) by matching a manually measured 3D model of the flight arena with reconstructed image coordinates using the 'estsimt' function of the MultiCamSelfCal toolbox ([@bib42]).

To minimize the effect of errors in the 3D tracking, we used a forward/reverse non-causal Kalman filter (Rauch--Tung--Striebel smoother) applied to the online state estimate of position and velocity from the realtime Kalman filter. The smoothing parameters were chosen so that seven traces of a tracked, falling object yielded an average peak acceleration of 9.8 m/s^2.^ The process covariance matrix we used is:

$$ Q_{pos} = \sigma^{2} \times \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{T^{3}}{3} & 0 & 0 & \frac{T^{2}}{2} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{T^{3}}{3} & 0 & 0 & \frac{T^{2}}{2} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \frac{T^{3}}{3} & 0 & 0 & \frac{T^{2}}{2} \\
\frac{T^{2}}{2} & 0 & 0 & T & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \frac{T^{2}}{2} & 0 & 0 & T & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \frac{T^{2}}{2} & 0 & 0 & T \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

where σ^2^ is 0.01 and *T* is the interval between frames (0.005 s). The observation covariance matrix we used is:

$$ R_{pos} = \begin{bmatrix}
{0.000144} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & {0.000144} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & {0.000144} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

[Figure 1c and d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} show examples of two trajectories with plots of the unsmoothed data, the data smoothed with *Q*~pos~ and *R*~pos~, and the effects of two different smoothing parameters (*R*~pos~ x 10, *R*~pos~x 0.1).

Following establishment of the 3D trajectories, the tracking system assigned 3D body orientation vectors to each bird in each frame based on 2D estimates of the long axis of the body. Body orientation was estimated using an algorithm that fit orientations to the body axis in each 2D image. Each sequence of five consecutive images cropped around the bird was aligned at the optical center of intensity. Averaging these images effectively eliminated the wings and emphasized the body. Orientation was estimated by calculating the covariance matrix of the image luminance and then computing the eigensystem of this covariance matrix. The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue was taken as the orientation. Orientation vector assignments were also smoothed with a Kalman filter using more restrictive smoothing parameters than were used to smooth body position. To determine appropriate smoothing parameters we replotted the smoothed body orientation vectors onto a sample of videos, and visually chose the ones that provided the best fit. The process covariance matrix used for body orientation (*Q*~ori~) is the same as the process covariance matrix used for body position (*Q*~pos~) and the observation covariance matrix used is:

$$ R_{ori} = \begin{bmatrix}
{0.00000144} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & {0.00000144} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & {0.00000144} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Once the body orientations were calculated we used a dynamic programming algorithm to decide which end of the vector was the head and which end was the tail. The direction of the head was chosen based on the direction of the previous orientation, the direction of travel, and the vertical up direction. For each frame (*n*), the \'cost\' associated with the two possible orientations ($\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}$*, -*$\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}$) were calculated:

$$Cost_{Ori} = Speed\left( \frac{{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n} \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{Vel}}_{mod}}{{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n}\operatorname{}}{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Vel}}_{mod}\operatorname{}}} \right) + \left( {1 - Speed} \right)\left( \frac{{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n} \cdot \overset{\rightarrow}{Up}}{{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n}\operatorname{}}{\operatorname{}\overset{\rightarrow}{Up}\operatorname{}}} \right) + \left( {1 - Speed} \right)\left( \frac{{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n} \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n - 1}}{{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n}\operatorname{}}{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n - 1}\operatorname{}}} \right)$$

$$Cost_{- Ori} = Speed\left( \frac{- {\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n} \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{Vel}}_{mod}}{{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n}\operatorname{}}{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Vel}}_{mod}\operatorname{}}} \right) + \left( {1 - Speed} \right)\left( \frac{- {\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n} \cdot \overset{\rightarrow}{Up}}{{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n}\operatorname{}}{\operatorname{}\overset{\rightarrow}{Up}\operatorname{}}} \right) + \left( {1 - Speed} \right)\left( \frac{- {\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n} \cdot {\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n - 1}}{{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n}\operatorname{}}{\operatorname{}{\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n - 1}\operatorname{}}} \right)$$

where $\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}$ is the body vector, ${\overset{\rightarrow}{Vel}}_{mod}$ is the modified velocity vector tipped up 15º towards the vertical direction. $\overset{\rightarrow}{Up}$ is the vertical direction vector, ${\overset{\rightarrow}{Ori}}_{n - 1}$ is the orientation during the previous frame, and if the magnitude of the velocity is greater than 0.5m/s:

$$Speed = {\operatorname{}\overset{\rightarrow}{Vel}\operatorname{}}$$

otherwise:

$$Speed = 0.5$$

This approach accounted for the tendency of hummingbirds to fly forwards and with an upright posture, but allowed for exceptions in the case of backwards flight, inversions, and dives, particularly if these occurred at low speeds.

The magnitudes of calculated accelerations and, to a lesser extent, velocities derived from position data were influenced by the specific smoothing parameters. Examples of maneuvers with different smoothing parameters and their effects on the calculated performance metrics are given in [Figure 1c and d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This influence of smoothing parameters is a well known limitation of video tracking ([@bib47]). Thus, although acceleration values are comparable within a study, caution must be applied when comparing the magnitude of acceleration values among studies differing in camera frame rate, filming volume, calibrations, and smoothing parameters ([@bib47]). For our final performance metrics we used instantaneous body orientation and orientation velocity, but not orientation acceleration.

The automated tracking system extracted the 3D coordinates of multiple flying animals and saved each trajectory as a separate object ([Video 1](#video1){ref-type="other"}). An object began when the tracking system detected new movement and ended when either the object stopped moving, the error in the 3D reprojection grew too large, or multiple objects came within 2 cm of each other. In our experiments tracking hummingbird flight led to two problems in determining distinct objects. The first is that very stable hovering can be misidentified as perching. For example, as a bird went into an extended hovering bout, such as at a feeder, the tracking system detected the cessation of movement and ended the trajectory. Conversely, when the bird perched at the end of a flight or in between two flights, especially if it continued to move its head or fluff its feathers, the tracking system treated the bird as moving and continued the trajectory. Because our study focused on identifying and analyzing relatively long, moving trajectories, these types of errors did not cause problems. The second challenge concerned identification of birds during close encounters in competition trials. When two tracked objects became close to each other, even if they did not physically touch, the tracking system could not accurately distinguish them. We used a conservative solution and terminated the trajectories whenever two birds came close enough that the tracked objects merged. Birds were later identified manually by a team of digitizers who viewed the videos and assigned each object number to either the marked or unmarked bird.

Statistical analysis {#s4-3}
--------------------

The automated digitization produced a small number of extreme tracking errors, which we did not want to unduly influence statistical analyses. We accordingly removed values \>5 SDs more extreme than the mean for each performance metric. The trimmed values comprised only 0--0.31% of the original pooled sample size for each metric. We next calculated the mean of each performance metric for each bird-trial combination (n= 52 means; 20 birds in 20 solo trials and 16 paired competition trials). All statistical analyses were performed on these bird-trial means using R 3.1.1 (R [@bib16]), and the data used for the analysis are available online ([@bib35]).

Repeatability, or the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), is defined as the proportion of variation that is attributable to differences among individuals ([@bib30]). We estimated repeatability for each performance metric from an intercept-only mixed effects model that included estimates of the population intercept (i.e., the grand mean) as well as an individual intercept for each bird ([@bib30]). Such a model has two variance components, the variance of the random intercept values (variance among individuals) and a residual variance associated with the error term. Repeatability is the variance among individuals divided by the total variance ([@bib30]). We used parametric bootstrapping with 5000 iterations to obtain confidence intervals for these repeatability estimates via the bootMer function in the lme4 (v1.1.7) package.

Because our second question involved evaluating several possible scenarios for the influence of morphology and burst performance on maneuverability, we used an information-theoretic approach to multi-model inference ([@bib7]). Unlike dichotomous null hypothesis testing, this approach quantifies support for multiple hypotheses, and it avoids the problem of eliminating potentially important predictors when two or more alternative models are equally well supported. The output for interpretation includes the effect size and relative importance of each predictor, and there are no null hypotheses or P values associated with this approach. As a measure of effect size we report the standardized partial regression coefficient, std β, for each predictor, which can be used to compare their independent associations with a given response variable. Unstandardized regression coefficients corresponding to units of the predictor variables are provided in [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

We also examined associations between burst performance, wing size, and wing shape because our load lifting assay may have incorporated effects of wing morphology as well as muscle capacity. The mass of weights lifted during load lifting was not significantly associated with wing length in our sample of 20 individuals (p = 0.87), however, it was negatively associated with wing aspect ratio (p = 0.04) controlling for site. Thus in our model analyses we used residual burst performance controlling for wing aspect ratio and site as a measure of burst muscle capacity independent of a bird's wing morphology.

We considered eight candidate mixed-effects models that could plausibly explain variation in each maneuvering performance metric ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). All candidate models included an individual intercept for each bird (the random intercept term) and were fit using the nlme (v 3.1--117) package ([@bib53]). The intercept-only model included an estimate of the population intercept (grand mean) and random intercept terms, but no fixed effects. Other candidate models are listed in [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}. All models except the intercept-only model included the fixed effects of competitor presence, body mass, and experiment to account for potential effects of these factors. Experiment had three levels, one for each round of trials (California 2009, 2010, British Columbia 2014) to account for differences such as location, time of year, and filming conditions.10.7554/eLife.11159.017Table 5.Candidate models of maneuvering performance. All models include an intercept as well as a random effect of bird identity to account for repeated measures of individuals.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.11159.017](10.7554/eLife.11159.017)ModelFixed effectsDescription1.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + wing lengthWing size2.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + wing aspect ratioWing shape3.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + wing length + wing aspect ratioWing size & shape4.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + weight liftedBurst power5.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + weight lifted + wing lengthBurst power & wing size6.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + weight lifted + wing aspect ratioBurst power & wing shape7.Solo/comp + experiment + body mass + weight lifted + wing length + wing aspect ratioBurst power, wing size & shape8.Intercept-only[^4]

Two issues arose in the preliminary examination of data. The first issue was that five of the performance metrics were significantly influenced by the number of days a bird had been in captivity. We therefore included an additional fixed effect of the number of days since capture when analyzing these five metrics ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). The second issue was that one of the metrics, the heading change in pitch-roll turns (*PRT*~deg~), had three values that were significant outliers (Grubb's test, all G \> 3.09, all p\<0.03; [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We determined that these three statistical outliers were not errors in the tracking system but were instead derived from one individual that used pitch-roll turns to make small heading changes, unlike the other birds. We omitted these outliers from the analysis of heading change in pitch-roll turns to ensure that all fitted Gaussian models met the required assumptions, with no other outliers or problems of skew or heteroskedasticity. The best-fit model for heading change in pitch-roll turns was the intercept-only model regardless of whether the outliers were included.

To quantify the variance explained by the fixed effects of interest in each model, we calculated the marginal *R*^2^~GLMM(*m*)~ using the r.squaredGLMM function in the MuMIn (v1.10.5) package ([@bib29]). This measure does not have all the properties of a traditional coefficient of determination, but like *R*^2^ it ranges from 0 to 1, and it is an appropriate estimate of the variance explained by the fixed effects in a mixed model. We removed the effect of experiment and the number of days post-capture when calculating *R*^2^~GLMM(*m*)~, because these were not effects of interest. Thus, *R*^2^~GLMM(*m*)~ provides a measure of the variance explained by the other supported fixed effect variables.

We evaluated the support for different models using the Akaike information criterion (AICc) adjusted for small sample sizes. This was calculated using the MuMIn (v 1.10.5) package with maximum likelihood estimation. We defined the group of supported models as those with a difference in AICc \< 2 from the best-fit model for each performance metric. If no other models came within 2 AICc units of the best-fit model, we present effect size measures, their confidence intervals, and R^2^~GLMM(*m*)~ for only that model. Otherwise, we present averages of all supported models. Details of all candidate models are provided in [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Our third question concerned the influence of competitor presence on the performance metrics. If the confidence interval for the coefficient estimate of competitor presence excluded zero, we examined the magnitude and direction of that effect. Positive coefficient estimates indicate that performance was higher during competitive flights, whereas negative coefficients indicate that performance was lower in the presence of a competitor.
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eLife posts the editorial decision letter and author response on a selection of the published articles (subject to the approval of the authors). An edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the substantive concerns or comments; minor concerns are not usually shown. Reviewers have the opportunity to discuss the decision before the letter is sent (see [review process](http://elifesciences.org/review-process)). Similarly, the author response typically shows only responses to the major concerns raised by the reviewers.

Thank you for submitting your work entitled \"Burst muscle performance predicts the speed, acceleration, and turning performance of hummingbirds\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor and Eve Marder as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

The reviewers agree in general that this is an interesting and well done study as summarized by one reviewer:

\"This study of hummingbird flight is the first to parse out the effects of wing shape vs. muscle capacity in regard to maneuverability. The study system and methodology are ideal for addressing this question, and the manuscript convincingly demonstrates the dominating effect of muscle physiology on maneuverability. Quite interesting. This is supported by a substantial dataset (collected across multiple years), with rigorous analyses and writing that is a pleasure to read. Overall, we believe that this paper will make a strong impact on the field of animal flight mechanics.\"

That said, all the reviewers had comments provided below. In particular there is concern that you have corrected for body weight twice. Please address all the issues in responding to the reviews with a clear indication of how you have responded.

Comments:

Subsections "Tracking System" and "Maneuvering performance metrics": General comments on the use of the terms azimuth, pitch, and yaw. Azimuth is a global coordinate reference; pitch and yaw are traditionally body coordinate. Body axis orientation taken from the 2d ellipsoidal trace gives long axis (head/tail) in a local (body) coordinate space; we take it the other two orthogonal axes were assigned without anatomical reference (body lateral and body dorso-ventral). This reference would be required to determine body coordinate space definitions of pitch and yaw (and roll) -- which are the traditional uses of the terms (yaw = rotation around a dorso-ventral body axis; pitch = rotation around lateral axis etc.). We suggest the authors make it clear (in the main text) that the \"pitch\" is therefore not necessarily rotation around the lateral axis (say glenoid to glenoid) of the body, but rather a global \"pitch\", with the lateral axis being global horizontal (i.e., orthogonal to gravity). Thus, making inferences regarding the anatomical mechanisms in play during these rotations is difficult; a hummingbird in a 90-degree bank to the left, but \[body\] yawing right will be producing a global \"pitch\". This problem is in part addressed but not entirely resolved.

Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", third paragraph: 10 cm \~ 1 body length. Is this why 10 cm was chosen? What would the translational velocity cutoff then be? Rather important; 10 cm of movement might be fairly high velocity at some sampling rate. Reading on -- the definition of \"arcing turn\", which has a \>. 5 m/s and refers again to a 10 cm limit for vertical distance traveled. Do these reflect the same cutoffs?

Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", fifth paragraph: Yes, if the body is purely vertical, azimuth change is through roll rotation, which is not measured (ambiguous local body coordinates). An azimuth change for a horizontal body will be purely a result of \[local coordinate\] yaw, provided the animal is not banked; if it is banked, say 45 degrees, then azimuth change will be a result of both \[local coordinate\] pitch and yaw; at a ninety degree bank, azimuth change is entirely a result of local coordinate pitch. we doubt it changes the overall statistical inferences, but the lack of unambiguous anatomical references may change the magnitude of the accelerations observed and the mechanisms employed to affect those changes -- and that\'s some of what this paper is about.

For a hummer in a steep bank, the rotational acceleration in the azimuth will be affected by largely local coordinate pitch changes, which are a product of bilaterally symmetrical force production of the wings. With no bank, the rotational acceleration in azimuth will be a result of asymmetrical force production by the wings; given the moments of inertia for both these rotations is the same (the radius of gyration for both is the long axis of the body), the accelerations will be smaller for these pure no-bank all-yaw azimuth turns. (Although should the bird produce an posteriorly-directed upstroke force while producing a forward directed downstroke... the Bobcat Loader, or Sherman Tank turn.)

At any rate, while there is probably precedent for use of the terms yaw and pitch in a global sense, it think it\'s important to be specific here, especially given this paper is making some inferences regarding the anatomical mechanisms used to maneuver.

Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", seventh paragraph: Again, naming it \"pitch-roll\" further suggests you know around which body axis these maneuvers occur.

Discussion, seventh paragraph, and throughout: I\'m concerned that the relative lack of effect of morphology on influence performance may be because the wrong morphology was examined. Maneuvering accelerations are the result of the forces generated relative to the inertia of the bird\'s mass. Forces are proportional to wing velocity and area (not wing aspect ratio or length -- used alone in fixed effect models 1 & 5). Simultaneous effects -- significantly negative coefficient for mass, positive for length, and negative for aspect ratio -- would infer a wing loading effect, but might it get statistically buried? We think rooting these statistical hypotheses more firmly and clearly in Newtonian expectations would be wise. For example: the biggest effect seen for Acc centripetal max is wing shape. Yes, there may be unsteady effects here, but we know of no aerodynamic theory predicting how aspect ratio would strongly affect this performance variable, given how it was defined.

Wing loading (mass/wing area) would be a more straightforward variable to include, or just area.

A few minor issues: The most salient of these is that it appears to me the authors may have corrected for body mass twice when only one correction was necessary, potentially reducing the size of effect of other parameters. Whether or not this occurred depends on the exact statistical models used and we suggest that the authors examine their models and explain the logic with respect to body mass with a small addition to the text even if no corrections are required.

If we read things correctly this work accounts for body mass in creating the burst performance metric derived from load lifting performance and then also including an intercept for body mass in the maneuvering performance metrics, but from the tables it seems that body mass is never an important effect with a CI not including zero. Is this because it is already corrected for it once and if so, why is a second correction included? The double-correction seems most curious in the acceleration data since load lifting and accelerations are both dependent on force. Perhaps it is simplest to leave body mass out of the burst performance correction and include it in each of the maneuver models? In any case, please provide some explanation of the mass normalization logic in the manuscript text.

The study is flawed overall by the effect that cage size has on the hummingbird flights as compared to actual outdoor flight performance, but this is noted by the authors and outside the scope of what is correctable, given their dataset. We think the results are nevertheless informative and interesting.

Abstract: morphology or physiological -\> morphology and physiological, at least according to the Warrick paper you cite later.

Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", fifth paragraph: azimuthal rotation is implemented by rolling the body axis -\> rolling about the body axis.

Introduction, first paragraph: Maneuverability is first mentioned here and is a main subject of the paper, but is never defined. We would suggest including it somewhere, and following Dudley\'s definitions (2002, Int. Comp. Biol.).

Subsection, "Animals and experimental trials", second paragraph: \"We recorded a two-hour solo trial for each bird.\" It would be worth noting that the recording was with high-speed video.

Subsection "Animals and experimental trials", third paragraph: \"Measurements of wing length and aspect ratio were calculated using custom analysis software in MATLAB\". Please tell us how the metrics were defined and generally calculated, for point of comparison with future studies.

Subsection "Tracking System", first paragraph: \"The filming volume was calibrated by moving a single light-emitting diode throughout the arena". The volume couldn\'t be calibrated per se by a waved light; was this used for tie points?

In the same subsection, you say: \"To minimize the effect of errors in the 3D tracking, we used a forward/reverse non-causal Kalman filter (Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother).\" Applied to what?

Still regarding the same subsection of the text, how were velocities and accelerations calculated? Are they an output from the filter? Where the process covariance matrices are shown, what is the vector multiplied to Q? It seems that estimation for the velocities was included in the filter, with positions being measured. Please clarify the details.

Subsection "Tracking System", second paragraph and [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: How does the choice in smoothing parameter affect body orientation?

In the same subsection of the text, you state: \"Thus, although acceleration values are comparable within a study, caution must be applied when comparing the magnitude of acceleration values among studies differing in camera frame rate, filming volume, calibrations, and smoothing parameters.\" I believe that Walker (1998) made this same point (and so probably should be cited).

Also in "Tracking System": What method/function was used to fit the ellipse?

Figure legends:

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. \"The trajectory presented in B is a 2D view of the trajectory shown in A.\" Is it the top view, x-y projection? You also state: \"Level of smoothing had little effect on the performance metrics measured from the maneuvers.\" The smoothed accelerations range from 10 to 15 m/s2, compared to the unsmoothed value of 54. So although this statement is strictly true, the smoothing did have a large effect on the reported values.

[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. \"Aspect ratio was associated with four maneuvering performance metrics.\" Only 2 metrics are shown. Why not the other 2?

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Same comment, 5 vs. 4 metrics shown.

[Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Add \"(Arc)\" and \"(PRT)\" after their spelled-out versions.

10.7554/eLife.11159.022

Author response

*Subsections "Tracking System" and "Maneuvering performance metrics": General comments on the use of the terms azimuth, pitch, and yaw. Azimuth is a global coordinate reference; pitch and yaw are traditionally body coordinate. Body axis orientation taken from the 2d ellipsoidal trace gives long axis (head/tail) in a local (body) coordinate space; we take it the other two orthogonal axes were assigned without anatomical reference (body lateral and body dorso-ventral). This reference would be required to determine body coordinate space definitions of pitch and yaw (and roll) -- which are the traditional uses of the terms (yaw = rotation around a dorso-ventral body axis; pitch = rotation around lateral axis etc.). We suggest the authors make it clear (in the main text) that the \"pitch\" is therefore not necessarily rotation around the lateral axis (say glenoid to glenoid) of the body, but rather a global \"pitch\", with the lateral axis being global horizontal (i.e., orthogonal to gravity). Thus, making inferences regarding the anatomical mechanisms in play during these rotations is difficult; a hummingbird in a 90-degree bank to the left, but \[body\] yawing right will be producing a global \"pitch\". This problem is in part addressed but not entirely resolved.*

We have followed the reviewers' suggestion and added these sentences to the subsection: "Because the video tracking system did not allow a measurement of body roll, we decided to use a global coordinate system instead of a body axis-centered coordinate system. In our frame of reference, pitch is a global measure defined relative to the horizontal plane."

*Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", third paragraph: 10 cm \~ 1 body length. Is this why 10 cm was chosen? What would the translational velocity cutoff then be? Rather important; 10 cm of movement might be fairly high velocity at some sampling rate. Reading on -- the definition of \"arcing turn\", which has a \>. 5 m/s and refers again to a 10 cm limit for vertical distance traveled. Do these reflect the same cutoffs?*

We have added the following sentence to address this concern: "We chose 10 cm as a general cutoff here and elsewhere because this value is close to the body length of a bird and the wing span at mid-downstroke, thus providing a good threshold for distinguishing translational motion."

*Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", fifth paragraph: Yes, if the body is purely vertical, azimuth change is through roll rotation, which is not measured (ambiguous local body coordinates). An azimuth change for a horizontal body will be purely a result of \[local coordinate\] yaw, provided the animal is not banked; if it is banked, say 45 degrees, then azimuth change will be a result of both \[local coordinate\] pitch and yaw; at a ninety degree bank, azimuth change is entirely a result of local coordinate pitch. We doubt it changes the overall statistical inferences, but the lack of unambiguous anatomical references may change the magnitude of the accelerations observed and the mechanisms employed to affect those changes -- and that\'s some of what this paper is about.*

*For a hummer in a steep bank, the rotational acceleration in the azimuth will be affected by largely local coordinate pitch changes, which are a product of bilaterally symmetrical force production of the wings. With no bank, the rotational acceleration in azimuth will be a result of asymmetrical force production by the wings; given the moments of inertia for both these rotations is the same (the radius of gyration for both is the long axis of the body), the accelerations will be smaller for these pure no-bank all-yaw azimuth turns. (Although should the bird produce an posteriorly-directed upstroke force while producing a forward directed downstroke... the Bobcat Loader, or Sherman Tank turn). At any rate, while there is probably precedent for use of the terms yaw and pitch in a global sense, it think it\'s important to be specific here, especially given this paper is making some inferences regarding the anatomical mechanisms used to maneuver.*

We hope that our clarifications of pitch, yaw, and roll (see additions in response to comments 1 and 4) have addressed these concerns.

*Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", seventh paragraph: Again, naming it \"pitch-roll\" further suggests you know around which body axis these maneuvers occur.*

We have added the following clarifying statements to the relevant section: "Just as we did for the yaw turns, we assume that above a pitch angle of 75°, the rotation is primarily dominated by a body axis roll, even if there may be a slight yawing component. For this reason, we maintain the established \'pitch-roll\' terminology to describe these types of turns."

*Discussion, seventh paragraph, and throughout: I\'m concerned that the relative lack of effect of morphology on influence performance may be because the wrong morphology was examined. Maneuvering accelerations are the result of the forces generated relative to the inertia of the bird\'s mass. Forces are proportional to wing velocity and area (not wing aspect ratio or length -- used alone in fixed effect models 1 & 5). Simultaneous effects -- significantly negative coefficient for mass, positive for length, and negative for aspect ratio -- would infer a wing loading effect, but might it get statistically buried? We think rooting these statistical hypotheses more firmly and clearly in Newtonian expectations would be wise. For example: the biggest effect seen for Acc centripetal max is wing shape. Yes, there may be unsteady effects here, but we know of no aerodynamic theory predicting how aspect ratio would strongly affect this performance variable, given how it was defined.*

We have made several changes to the manuscript to the address this concern, and the most substantial is the new second paragraph of the Discussion:

"Why were body mass and wing size not associated with maneuvering performance? \[...\] Greater within-species variation in wing morphology, and to assess maneuverability across different hummingbird species with divergent morphologies."

To further acknowledge that the results of this analysis may be constrained by the lack of wing morphology variation in the species under consideration, we have added the common species name ("Anna's") to the title, which now reads, "Burst muscle performance predicts the speed, acceleration, and turning performance of Anna's hummingbirds".

*Wing loading (mass/wing area) would be a more straightforward variable to include, or just area.*

We understand the source of this concern. We have added the following sentences to explain our choice of the wing size metric included in our analysis:

"We considered wing area and wing length as two potential measures of wing size, but these traits were highly correlated in our dataset (R^2^ = 0.85, P \< 0.0001, n = 20) \[...\] these two traits should be considered interchangeable as measures of wing size in this study."

Because we now explain that we also considered wing area, we have added the mean and range for this measurement to [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}.

*A few minor issues: The most salient of these is that it appears to me the authors may have corrected for body mass twice when only one correction was necessary, potentially reducing the size of effect of other parameters. Whether or not this occurred depends on the exact statistical models used and we suggest that the authors examine their models and explain the logic with respect to body mass with a small addition to the text even if no corrections are required.*

*If we read things correctly this work accounts for body mass in creating the burst performance metric derived from load lifting performance and then also including an intercept for body mass in the maneuvering performance metrics, but from the tables it seems that body mass is never an important effect with a CI not including zero. Is this because it is already corrected for it once and if so, why is a second correction included? The double-correction seems most curious in the acceleration data since load lifting and accelerations are both dependent on force. Perhaps it is simplest to leave body mass out of the burst performance correction and include it in each of the maneuver models? In any case, please provide some explanation of the mass normalization logic in the manuscript text.*

We are grateful to the reviewer(s) for catching this error. We should not have analyzed burst performance relative to body mass because we had already included body mass as an independent variable. We have revised our analysis, and this change did not affect any of our conclusions because body mass is not related to either burst performance or maneuvering performance in this data set. There were very small changes to some values. For example, in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, row 1, for the model of velocity, the beta coefficient for body mass \[95% CI\] changed from 0.09 \[0.002,0.18\] to 0.09 \[0.001,0.18\]. An example of a larger change is in [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}, row 2, for the model of horizontal acceleration, the beta coefficient for body mass \[95% CI\] changed from 0.13 \[-0.34,0.59\] to 0.20 \[-0.28,0.69\]. Even here, this did not change our conclusion because of the broad range including zero. We have corrected the relevant tables and figures, and a few places in the text where we provide effect sizes.

*The study is somewhat flawed by the effect that cage size has on the hummingbird flights as compared to actual outdoor flight performance, but this is noted by the authors and outside the scope of what is correctable, given their dataset. We think the results are nevertheless informative and interesting.*

*Abstract: morphology or physiological -\> morphology and physiological, at least according to the Warrick paper you cite later.*

Done.

*Subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics", fifth paragraph: azimuthal rotation is implemented by rolling the body axis -\> rolling about the body axis.*

Done.

*Introduction, first paragraph: Maneuverability is first mentioned here and is a main subject of the paper, but is never defined. We would suggest including it somewhere, and following Dudley\'s definitions (2002, Int. Comp. Biol.).*

This has been added to the first sentence of the Introduction, which now reads, "The ability of an animal to change the speed and direction of movement, defined as maneuverability (Dudley 2002), can determine its success at avoiding predators, obtaining food, and performing other behaviors that determine the margin between life and death (Webb 1976, Hedenström and Rosén 2001, Walker et al. 2005)."

*Subsection, "Animals and experimental trials", second paragraph: \"We recorded a two-hour solo trial for each bird.\" It would be worth noting that the recording was with high-speed video.*

Done.

*Subsection "Animals and experimental trials", third paragraph: \"Measurements of wing length and aspect ratio were calculated using custom analysis software in MATLAB\". Please tell us how the metrics were defined and generally calculated, for point of comparison with future studies.*

We provided this information in the Methods. The relevant section now reads:

"Immediately following load lifting, we weighed the birds and photographed both wings in an outstretched position against white paper with a reference scale (Chai and Dudley 1995) \[...\] Values for aspect ratio, wing area, and wing length were then calculated based on equations in Ellington (Ellington 1984)."

*Subsection "Tracking System", first paragraph: \"The filming volume was calibrated by moving a single light-emitting diode throughout the arena\". The volume couldn\'t be calibrated per se by a waved light; was this used for tie points?*

We have addressed this concern by modifying the relevant section, which now reads:

"We calibrated the filming volume by moving a single light-emitting diode throughout the arena to acquire data for an automated self-calibration algorithm (Svoboda et al. 2005) \[...\] 3D model of the flight arena with reconstructed image coordinates using the 'estsimt' function of the MultiCamSelfCal toolbox (Svoboda et al. 2005)."

*In the same subsection, you say: \"To minimize the effect of errors in the 3D tracking, we used a forward/reverse non-causal Kalman filter (Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother).\" Applied to what?*

We extended this sentence to \"To minimize the effect of errors in the 3D tracking, we used a forward/reverse non-causal Kalman filter (Rauch--Tung--Striebel smoother) applied to the online state estimate of position and velocity from the realtime Kalman filter.\"

Still regarding the same subsection of the text, how were velocities and accelerations calculated? Are they an output from the filter? Where the process covariance matrices are shown, what is the vector multiplied to Q? It seems that estimation for the velocities was included in the filter, with positions being measured. Please clarify the details.

We have added information addressing the first two questions to subsection "Maneuvering performance metrics". The relevant sentences now read:

"Translational velocity and acceleration were calculated by taking the first and second derivatives of an interpolation spline fit to the body position data \[...\]. We took the first derivatives to obtain azimuth and pitch velocities."

Regarding the queries about the covariance matrices, we now present the covariance matrices in a more conventional format, specifically in terms of T (the interframe interval) and *σ^2^* (a single scalar covariance parameter). These changes were made to [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Subsection "Tracking System", second paragraph and [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}: How does the choice in smoothing parameter affect body orientation?

We have addressed this in the caption (see below) and in the main text. In the latter case, we added the following sentences to the end of the subsection:

"The magnitudes of calculated accelerations, and to a lesser extent velocities, derived from position data were influenced by the specific smoothing parameters \[...\]. Details of the specific approach for tracking multiple hummingbirds are provided in [Supplementary file 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}".

In the same subsection of the text, you state: \"Thus, although acceleration values are comparable within a study, caution must be applied when comparing the magnitude of acceleration values among studies differing in camera frame rate, filming volume, calibrations, and smoothing parameters.\" I believe that Walker (1998) made this same point (and so probably should be cited).

Done.

*Also in "Tracking System": What method/function was used to fit the ellipse?*

We regret the poor phrasing here. We did not fit an ellipse but instead determined the orientation and position on an elliptical object. We have modified the relevant section, which now reads: "Orientation was estimated by calculating the covariance matrix of the image luminance and then computing the eigensystem of this covariance matrix. The eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue was taken as the orientation."

Figure legends:

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. \"The trajectory presented in B is a 2D view of the trajectory shown in A.\" Is it the top view, x-y projection?

Yes, and this has now been specified in the figure legend.

You also state: \"Level of smoothing had little effect on the performance metrics measured from the maneuvers.\" The smoothed accelerations range from 10 to 15 m/s2, compared to the unsmoothed value of 54. So although this statement is strictly true, the smoothing did have a large effect on the reported values.

We have removed this sentence and added the following sentences to the figure legend:

"The chosen smoothing parameters for body position were determined by tracking multiple dropped objects and calibrating the Z-axis acceleration to gravity \[...\] However, the level of smoothing for body orientation had minimal effect on the average yaw velocity."

*[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. \"Aspect ratio was associated with four maneuvering performance metrics.\" Only 2 metrics are shown. Why not the other 2?*

This was an error in the caption, which we have now corrected.

*[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Same comment, 5 vs. 4 metrics are shown.*

This was an error in the caption, which we have now corrected.

*[Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Add \"(Arc)\" and \"(PRT)\" after their spelled-out versions.*

Done.

[^1]: Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University, Pacific Grove, United States .

[^2]: **\***for a 25 cm segment centered at the sharpest point of the turn.

[^3]: ^†^for a 25 cm segment centered at the minimum velocity xyz.

[^4]: \*Candidate models 1-7 also include a fixed effect of days post-capture for the following metrics: *Vel*~max~, *AccHor*~max~, *DecHor*~max~, *Arc*~vel,\ avg~, and *Arc*~cent,\ max~.
